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Effect of †111‡ texture on the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
of Co/Ni multilayers
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@111# fcc oriented @Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20 multilayers were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy at
room temperature on epitaxial Au/Ag buffer layers grown on chemically etched Si~111! surfaces.
NH4F etching of Si~111! leads to a smaller spread in the^111& orientation of the Au/Ag buffer layers
and the Co/Ni multilayers as compared to a similar sample prepared on HF-etched Si~111!. This
results in a stronger perpendicular magnetic anisotropy as determined from the magnetic hysteresis
loops. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy studies show that the magnetic multilayer
film is not flat but has significant waviness at both top and bottom surfaces. The observed waviness
originates in part from the waviness already present on the surface of the Au buffer layer and
appears to be further enhanced by the difference in the surface free energies of Au and the magnetic
elements. A flatter Au/Ag buffer layer is essential to further improve the@111# texture of the@Co/Ni#
multilayers. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!06718-8#
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INTRODUCTION

From ab initio calculations~local-spin density approxi-
mation! of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, Da
deropet al.1 recently predicted and demonstrated a perp
dicular orientation for the magnetization in@111# fcc Co1/Ni2
multilayer ~ML ! structures. Their@Co~2 Å!/Ni~4 Å!#20 ML
structure showed a perpendicular magnetic anisotr
~PMA! with a saturation magnetization of 1 T which is much
larger than that of any known PMA multilayer consisting
a magnetic and a nonmagnetic metal, e.g., Co/Pt, Co
Co/Ir, etc.2 In fact, the PMA exists for a Co/Ni ML with
tCo52 Å and tNi between 2 and;12 Å. Furthermore their
work1 clearly demonstrated that a large interface anisotr
could occur even when both elements were magnetic.
magneto-optical properties of Co1/Ni2 ML samples prepared
by high vacuum vapor deposition on a glass substrate w
metallic underlayers~Au, Cu! have been reported by de
Broederet al.3 For certain deposition conditions, the pol
magneto-optic hysteresis loop of a 120 Å Co1/Ni2 ML ex-
hibited 100% remanence with a coercivity as high as 1
kA/m. On the other hand a codeposited Co–Ni alloy fi
with similar thickness, composition, and growth conditio
showed a strong in-plane anisotropy. This observed dif
ence in magnetic anisotropy is a clear indication that
PMA results from@111# oriented Co/Ni interfaces.

In the present work, we have carried out a system
study to determine the effect of the@111# texture on the PMA
of a Co/Ni ML. @111# fcc oriented @Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20

multilayer films have been fabricated by molecular beam
itaxy ~MBE! at room temperature on epitaxial Au~100 Å!/
Ag~100 Å! buffer layers grown on chemically etched Si~111!
surfaces. Two different methods of chemical etching w
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used prior to loading the Si~111! substrates into the load loc
of the MBE deposition system:~i! etching with a 10% HF
solution and~ii ! etching with a 40% NH4F solution. Previous
studies4,5 have shown that these processes passivate
Si~111! surface against oxidation by hydrogen termination
the dangling Si bonds. In addition, scanning tunneling m
croscopy studies have shown that etching with a dilute
solution produces surfaces with microscopic roughness~3 Å!
whereas etching with NH4F results in atomically smooth sur
faces over areas on the order of 1000 Å31000 Å.4 We have
used these two different methods of chemical etching of
Si~111! surface in order to obtain epitaxial Au/Ag buffe
layers with different@111# texture and correspondingly dif
ferent texture for the Co/Ni ML. Structural characterizatio
were performed usingin situ reflection high energy electron
diffraction ~RHEED! during the growth process and x-ra
diffraction ~XRD!/rocking curves to quantitatively determin
the degree of@111# texture, while the interfacial/surface fea
tures and epitaxial orientation relationships between Ag
Au/Ag, ~Co/Ni! ML/Au were investigated by cross-section
transmission electron microscopy~TEM!. Also the surface
morphology of the films was examined by atomic force m
croscopy~AFM! to explore any possible correlation to th
PMA properties of the films.

EXPERIMENT

In an earlier study, the growth of epitaxial Ag~111! films
on HF-etched Si~111! surfaces at room temperature as w
as the details of substrate preparation, growth conditio
epitaxial orientation relations, etc., were described.6 Briefly,
these films were grown in an ultrahigh vacuum environm
using an MBE deposition system with a base pressure
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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better than 2310210 Torr. Si~111! substrates were etche
either in a 10% HF solution for about 30 s or in a NH4F
solution for about 5 min and then rinsed in deionized wa
In both cases the substrates were pulled slowly from
solution so as to have visibly clean surfaces without any
spots. The evaporation rate was approximately 0.05 n
based on a quartz crystal thickness monitor which was c
brated using a diamond stylus profilometer. The measu
thickness has an error of610%. RHEED patterns were con
tinuously monitored during the deposition to gauge the qu
ity and surface structure of the films. Fabrication of t
samples involved the growth of an initial 100-Å-thick, ep
taxial Ag~111! layer on a hydrogen-terminated Si~111! sur-
face ~sample No. 1 with HF etching and sample No. 2 w
NH4F etching! at room temperature followed by a 100-Å
thick, Au~111! layer, and then the epitaxia
@Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20 ML. A final 20-Å-thick, Au cap layer
was deposited to prevent oxidation. A third sample No
was prepared with a thicker buffer layer of Au~500 Å!/
Ag~500 Å! on NH4F-etched Si~111! in order to determine the
effect of a thicker buffer layer on the@111# texture of the
magnetic ML.

Standard x-ray diffraction~u–2u! scans and rocking
curves were performed with a Rigaku powder diffractome
using CuKa radiation. The surface morphology of the film
was examined by a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III M
timode atomic force microscope operating in the cont
mode. TEM cross-sectional samples were fabricated
bonding two films face to face, mechanical thinning, a
then ion milling. Atomic resolution TEM was performed o
a JEOL 4000EX transmission electron microscope opera
at 400 keV. Magnetization measurements were done at r
temperature using a Quantum Design superconducting q
tum interference device~SQUID! magnetometer with mag
netic fields applied both parallel and perpendicular to
film plane in order to elucidate the PMA properties.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the RHEED patterns observed along
^110& azimuth of Si at the initial stages of the Ag growth o
the HF-etched Si~111! ~sample No. 1! and NH4F-etched
Si~111! ~sample No. 2! substrates. During the initial growt
of Ag the diffraction spots are sharper for the NH4F-etched
Si~111! substrate@see Fig. 1~e!# as compared to the HF
etched Si~111! substrate@see Fig. 1~b!# indicating a better
orientation, although at later stages the RHEED patterns l
very similar@Figs. 1~c! and 1~f!#. The RHEED patterns indi-
cate that the growth of Ag on Si~111! is epitaxial with
Ag~111!iSi~111! and@110#Agi@110#Si. In addition, the closely
spaced spots observed on the vertical streaks indicate
presence of 180° twins of epitaxial Ag crystallites about
Ag~111! planes.6 X-ray diffraction~XRD! measurements fur
ther confirm the@111# texture of the films as only~111!
peaks of the Au/Ag buffer layers (2u;38.2°) and the Co/Ni
ML (2u;44.3°) are present. The rocking curve data p
sented as full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the ~111!
diffraction peaks for both the Au/Ag buffer layers and Co/
ML are shown in Table I. The large values of the FWHM a
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indicative of a relatively large spread in the orientations
~111! planes with respect to the film normal, althoug
sample Nos. 2 and 3 show a smaller spread as compare
that of sample No. 1. AFM measurements, however, rev
very similar morphological features for all the films with
mean roughness amplitude ofRa;50610 Å over a lateral
width of ;500 Å. This means that the magnetic ML laye
are not atomically flat but have a significant waviness.
order to understand the origin of the surface waviness in
magnetic ML as well as the observed FWHM of the XR
rocking curves, cross-sectional TEM studies have been
formed on one of the samples which will be described la
in this article.

Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured at room t
perature on the films by varying the applied magnetic field
in both parallel and perpendicular orientations with resp
to the film plane. Figures 2 and 3 display such loops
sample Nos. 1 and 2. The shape of the hysteresis loops
H perpendicular to the film indicates that the easy axis
magnetization is along the film normal or at least close to
However, the hysteresis loops measured with H paralle
the film plane are more complex to interpret. We specul
that~i! the magnetization of the film is canted with respect
film normal, and/or~ii ! the film is magnetically inhomoge
neous with some regions having their easy axis of magn
zation in the film plane.

The various characteristic magnetization parameters
termined from the hysteresis loops are listed in Table I.
three samples exhibit PMA with a saturation magnetizat
m0MS;0.9 T ~averaged over the Co/Ni multilayer volume!.
From the area between the two magnetization curves,
effective anisotropy energy constantKU* is calculated.
Sample Nos. 2 and 3 exhibit largerKU* values, perpendicula
remanences (MR' /MS), and coercivities (HC') as compared
to the corresponding values for sample No. 1. These data
also consistent with the hysteresis loops observed in the
allel geometry which have smaller remanence (MRi /MS)
and coercivity (HCi) values for sample Nos. 2 and 3 tha
those of sample No. 1. Further the value ofKU* d ~the product

FIG. 1. RHEED patterns during Ag deposition at room temperature:~a!–~c!
correspond to the HF-etched Si~111! substrate and~d!–~f! correspond to the
NH4 F-etched Si~111! substrate.~a! and ~d! show patterns obtained from
Si~111! substrate viewed alonĝ110& azimuth; ~b! and ~e! after a 3 Å Ag
deposition;~c! and ~f! after 100 Å Ag deposition.
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TABLE I. XRD parameters and magnetic characteristics of@Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20 multilayer samples.

Sample
FWHM
Au/Ag

FWHM
Co/Ni

KU*
~MJ/m3!

HC'

~kA/m!
HCi

~kA/m!
MR' /MS

~%!
MRi /MS

~%!

No. 1 1.9° 1.8° 0.18 39 20 73 21
HF-etched Si~111!
100 Å Au/100 Å Ag
buffer layers

No. 2 1.6° 1.5° 0.26 68 20 82 16
NH4F-etched Si~111!
100 Å Au/100 Å Ag
buffer layers

No. 3 1.4° 1.4° 0.27 85 16 82 15
NH4F-etched Si~111!
500 Å Au/500 Å Ag
buffer layers

Accuracy of FWHM is60.1°.
KU* -effective anisotropy energy constant.
HCi ,HC'-coercive fields in parallel and perpendicular field configurations, respectively.
MRi /MS ,MR' /MS-relative remanence magnetization in parallel and perpendicular configurations.
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of the effective anisotropy constant and the bilayer period! is
found to be;0.19 mJ/m2 for sample Nos. 2 and 3 which i
comparable to the value of;0.360.1 mJ/m2 extrapolated
from Fig. 1 of Ref. 1. These data, in conjunction with t
XRD/rocking curve data, indicate that a smaller spread in
~111! planes of the Co/Ni ML results in a stronger PMA
Thus a further improvement in the orientation of the~111!
planes of the Co/Ni ML should result in better PMA prope
ties.

As mentioned earlier, AFM measurements on all th
samples reveal very similar surface morphological featu
indicating that the magnetic ML layers are not atomically fl
but have significant waviness. In order to understand the
gin of these features, a cross-sectional TEM study on sam
No. 3 has been undertaken. Figure 4 shows a low-resolu
TEM micrograph of the sample viewed along the^110& zone
axis of Si. The presence of waviness at both top and bot
surfaces of the Co/Ni ML film is obvious with the wavine
characterized by cusplike valley regions and relatively fla

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops for sample No. 1 with the applied magnetic fiel
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the film plane.
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hill regions. The average surface roughness amplitude~;40
Å! from the micrograph agrees with the AFM determinatio
These modulations of the magnetic layers are apparent
continuation of the surface waviness from the underne
Au/Ag buffer layer which arises from the three-dimension
growth of Ag on hydrogen-terminated Si~111! at room
temperature.7 However, AFM measurements~not shown
here! on a sample consisting of only Au~500 Å!/Ag~500 Å!
layers without any magnetic ML exhibited a smaller amp
tude ofRa;35 Å over a lateral width of 500–600 Å. Thu
the deposition of the magnetic ML seems to further enha
the waviness of the ML/Au interface. Perhaps this can
understood in terms of the difference in surface free ene
~g! between Au~;1200 erg/cm2! and the magnetic element
Co, Ni ~;1800 erg/cm2!.8 Sinceg of the magnetic element
is much greater thang for Au the tendency will be for the
magnetic layers not to wet with Au, but for Au to creep in
the magnetic layers and cause an increase in the amplitud
the interfacial waviness.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops for sample No. 2 with the applied magnetic fiel
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the film plane.
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A model developed by Bruno9 can be utilized to discus
how the surface/interfacial roughness modifies the magn
anisotropies of our Co/Ni ML films. According to the
model a rough film is characterized by two parameters:
is the roughnesss, which is the mean square deviation fro
an ideally flat surface, and the other is the correlation len
z, i.e., the average lateral size of the flat areas on the surf
They have shown that the change in demagnetizing fiel
given byDHd /Hd52(3/2t)s@12 f (2ps/z)#, whereHd is
the demagnetizing field due to shape anisotropy,t is the film
thickness, andf (2ps/z) is a function that varies between
and 1. Similarly, any other surface/interface induced unia
anisotropy fieldHKU

is modified according to the equatio
DHKU

/HKU
522s/z. Using the measured values ofs andz

of ;40 and;500 Å for sample No. 3,DHd /Hd520.1 and
DHKU

/HKU
520.16. Although a reduction ofHKU

is not
favorable for enhancing the PMA, the reduction inHd favors
an out-of-plane alignment of the magnetization.

FIG. 4. Low-resolution cross-sectional TEM image viewed along Si^110&
azimuth of sample No. 3.

FIG. 5. ~a! Selected area diffraction pattern~SADP! of overlapping Si,
Au/Ag buffer layer and Co/Ni ML regions.~b! Indexed pattern of~a! with
j, d, l being primary spots of Si, Au/Ag, and Co/Ni, respectively.s and
L are from 180° twins of Au/Ag and Co/Ni, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows the selected area diffraction patt
~SADP! and the corresponding indexed pattern from an
terfacial region of the Si substrate, the Au/Ag buffer lay
and the Co/Ni multilayers along thê11̄0& zone axis of Si.
The epitaxial orientations are Si~111!iAu/Ag~111!i

Co/Ni~111! and @11̄0#Sii@11̄0#Au/Agi@11̄0#Co/Ni. One also ob-
serves diffraction spots corresponding to 180° twins
Au/Ag and Co/Ni with orientation relations o
Si~111!iAu/Ag~111!iCo/Ni~111! and @11̄0#Sii@1̄10#Au/Agi

@ 1̄10#Co/Ni in agreement with the RHEED observations. T
epitaxial growth between Ag and Si can be explained by
4:3 coincident growth6 while the epitaxy between Au and A
results from a very close lattice match between Au and
~lattice misfit ;0.2%!. On the other hand there is a larg
lattice mismatch of;15% at the interface between Au an
either Co or Ni. Thus one can expect that the lattice mi
will be accommodated by the formation of misfit disloc
tions at the interface as well as in the magnetic layers. T
presence of a large lattice mismatch between Au and Co
lattices can also lead to a three-dimensional growth of
magnetic layers on Au causing a further increase in the w
ness of the magnetic film.10 Indeed, a high-resolution TEM
image ~see Fig. 6! of the interface near a cusplike valle
region reveals several 180° twins/twin boundaries in the
buffer layer and numerous defects in the magnetic ML
cluding dislocations, stacking faults, twins/boundaries, a
other misaligned regions. We believe that these features
count for the large FWHM measured for the XRD rockin
curves, and also for the presence of possible magnetic in
mogeneities in the Co/Ni ML in all three samples. As pre
ously speculated, decreasing the waviness of the ML fi
should result in better orientation of the~111! planes of the
multilayers and correspondingly improve its PMA prope
ties. This can be achieved by starting with a flatter buf
layer. In a previous study7 500-Å-thick Ag films when an-
nealed at 275 °C for 1 h under ultrahigh vacuum~UHV!
conditions showed a smoother morphology (Ra,10 Å) with
a significantly reduced FWHM of the~111! XRD peak. Also
using Cu as a buffer layer instead of Au could possibly mi

FIG. 6. High-resolution TEM image of Co/Ni multilayer/Au interface near
cusplike valley region in Fig. 4. The arrows indicate the interface.
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mize the waviness in the multilayers since Cu’s surface f
energy (g'1400 erg/cm2) is closer to that of Ni and Co an
the lattice mismatch between Cu and the magnetic eleme
reduced~;2.1% with Co and;2.8% with Ni!. Further work
is in progress to fabricate Co/Ni ML with flatter interface
and surfaces in order to assess the improvement in the P

CONCLUSIONS

@111# fcc oriented @Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20 multilayers pre-
pared by molecular beam epitaxy at room temperature
epitaxial Au/Ag buffer layers grown on chemically etche
Si~111! surfaces exhibit a perpendicular magnetic anis
ropy. NH4F etching of Si~111! leads to better oriented~111!
planes of the Au/Ag buffer layers and the Co/Ni multilaye
and stronger PMA characteristics as compared to a sim
sample prepared on HF-etched Si~111!. Cross-sectional TEM
studies indicate that the magnetic multilayer film is n
atomically flat but has a significant waviness at both top a
bottom surfaces. The observed waviness originates in
from the waviness already present in the Au buffer la
surface and is further enhanced by the difference in sur
free energies between Au and the magnetic eleme
Fabricating flatter interfaces of @111# fcc oriented
@Co~2 Å!/Ni~7 Å!#20 ML should further improve the PMA
properties.
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